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Abstract—Quantitative trait association study examines the
association between quantitative traits and genetic variants. As a
promising tool, it has been widely applied to dissect the genetic
basis of complex diseases. However, such study usually involves
testing trillions of variant-trait pairs and demands intensive
computational resources. Recently, several algorithms have been
developed to improve its efficiency. In this paper, we propose a
framework, Fabrique, which models quantitative trait association
study as querying binary time-series and bridges the two seemly
different problems. Specifically, in the proposed framework,
genetic variants are treated as a database consisting of binary
time-series. Finding trait-associated variants is equivalent to
finding the nearest neighbors of the trait. For efficient query
process, Fabrique partitions and normalizes the binary time-
series, and estimates a tight upper bound for each group of
time-series to prune the search space. Extensive experimental
results demonstrate that Fabrique only needs to search a very
small portion of the database to locate the target variants and
significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art method. We also
show that Fabrique can be applied to other binary time-series
query problem in addition to the genetic association study.

Keywords—Quantitative Trait Association Study, Time-Series
Query, Upper bound, Lower bound, Pruning.

I. INTRODUCTION

A fundamental problem in life science is the characteriza-
tion of genetic factors that underlie the differences in complex
traits. An enormous amount of genetic variants have been
identified and cataloged through various genome sequencing
projects [1]. The most abundant source of genetic variation
is represented by single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP),
which is a DNA sequence variation occurring when a single
nucleotide (A, T, G, or C) in the genome differs between
individuals of a species. SNPs can usually be represented
as binary variables in haploid organism (with one set of
chromosomes). Rare variants in diploid cells can also be
considered to be binary [2].

Quantitative trait loci (QTL) study analyzes SNPs across
a population in order to find SNPs that are significantly
associated with the quantitative traits, such as blood pressure
or tumor size. Recently, genome-wide study of expression
quantitative trait loci (eQTL) has emerged as a prominent
tool to dissect genetic basis of gene expression [3]–[5]. In
an eQTL study, gene expression profiles are treated as traits.
Its goal is to find significant associations between the SNPs
and the gene expression traits. The outcome of these studies
can lead to better understanding of genetic effects, dissecting

gene regulatory network, and ultimately uncovering underlying
biochemistry [6].

In eQTL studies, the association between each expression
trait and each SNP is assessed by a statistical test (e.g., F-
test or t-test) [7]. The large number of SNP-trait tests leads
to the multiple testing problem [8], which usually needs to be
corrected by permutation test [9], [10]. This process imposes
great computational burden. Consider a study with 100,000
SNPs and 10,000 traits, and assume 1,000 permutations are
performed for statistical significance assessment. The total
number of SNP-trait tests is a trillion (1012). This number can
be much larger with more SNPs and gene expression traits
becoming available [1].

Recently, several methods have been developed to address
the computational issues in quantitative trait association studies
[11]–[14]. PLINK [11] is a standard tool for various genetic
study tasks. However, it does not scale well to large datasets
[14]. FastMap [13] uses a summation tree to organize the
SNPs to achieve incremental computing of the trait-SNP
association scores. SnpMatrix [12] and Matrix eQTL [14]
utilize fast matrix operations to improve the computational
efficiency. Despite their success, these methods are still very
time-consuming for large-scale studies.

In this paper, we propose a novel framework, Fabrique
(Fast binary time-series query), to address the computation
challenge in quantitative trait association study. Fabrique for-
mulates the problem as the following time-series query prob-
lem. The entire set of SNPs constitutes a database, each of
which corresponds to a binary time-series. A quantitative trait
is regarded as a query. Given a query, the goal is to identify
SNPs that are the nearest neighbors of the query under certain
distance metric. For efficient query, Fabrique first partitions
SNPs into different groups based on Z-normalization. A tight
upper bound on the distance between the SNPs and the query
trait can be devised for each group of SNPs. Next, SNP groups
are examined in descending order of their upper bounds. The
search space can be pruned if the upper bound of the remaining
groups is less than the nearest distance identified so far. The
contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.

I. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work
to formulate quantitative trait association study from
a time-series query perspective. This formulation
bridges two seemly different problems and enables to
leverage mature techniques developed for time-series
query in the data mining community to address an
important genetics problem.



II. By exploiting the characteristics of binary time-series,
we devise tight bound to prune the search space. We
provide theoretical analysis to show that the developed
bound is tighter than the existing ones [15]–[17]. The
devised bounds can be employed in other applications,
such as template matching, in addition to the targeted
genetic association study.

III. Experimental results show that the proposed Fabrique
method only exams a small fraction of all the SNPs
before identifying the nearest one and occupies a small
amount of memory space. It achieves one order of
magnitude speed up compared to the state-of-the-art
method for quantitative trait association study.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
gives a brief survey of the related work. Section III presents the
problem formation and other preliminaries. Section IV, V, and
VI formally describes the proposed framework. Experimental
results are shown in Section VII. Section VIII summarizes our
work.

II. RELATED WORK

Developing efficient algorithms for quantitative trait associ-
ation study has recently attractive intensive research interests.
Existing methods [11]–[14] mainly tackle the computational
challenges from the perspective of statistical testing itself.
The widely used PLINK [11] is a comprehensive tool set
designed for different types of genetic association studies. Its
computational efficiency is not optimized and usually requires
clusters or very long running time for large scale studies.
In FastMap [13], a summation tree connecting SNPs for
incremental computing is proposed. However, many synthetic
SNPs need to be added to the summation tree to ensure that all
real SNPs can be connected by the tree. Other methods [12],
[14] utilize efficient matrix operations encoded in Matlab or R
to speedup the process. The optimization techniques of these
methods are limited to the code/program level.

Time-series has been extensively studied in the data mining
community [18]. In the pioneer work [19], time series has
been studied in the frequency domain by applying Discrete
Fourier Transform. Various dimension reduction, indexing and
bounding techniques have been proposed since then [15], [20].
In [21], different bounding methods are examined and many
of them are proven to be effective for mining time-series data.
In this paper, we show that binary time-series has unique
properties that can be unitized to design efficient algorithm
for quantitative trait association study.

Querying binary time-series also has other applications.
One example is template matching, which is a key problem
in image processing [22], [23]. It identifies the part of an
input image that best matches a given template. This task is
computationally challenging because every subset of an input
image needs to be compared with the template. Much effort has
been made to reduce the search space by applying bounding
techniques [17], [24]. Our method can also be applied to this
problem setting. We formally prove that proposed bound is
tighter than the ones that are specifically designed for binary
template matching.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Suppose that there are a set of M binary SNPs {Xj}
(1 ≤ j ≤ M ) and a quantitative trait Y , and the number of
individuals is N . We use Xji (1 ≤ i ≤ N ) to represent the i-th
value of Xj . The goal of quantitative trait association study is
to find the SNPs that are most highly associated with Y . The
SNP-trait association is usually determined by a statistical test
such t-test, F -test, or Linear Regression (LR). It has been
shown that all these tests are equivalent to correlation [14],
which is defined as

Corr(Xj , Y ) =

1
N

N∑
i=1

XjiYi − µXjµY

σXjσY
, (1)

where µXj and σXj are the mean and standard deviation of
Xj , respectively.

We can formulate quantitative trait association study as
the following binary time-series query problem. Let {Xji} be
a set of M time series, each consisting of N binary values
(1 ≤ i ≤ N , 1 ≤ j ≤ M ). For a given query Y , the task
is to find the nearest neighbor Xj∗ of Y using correlation as
the similarity measure. An example dataset containing 8 SNPs
over 7 individuals is shown in Table II.

With the above problem formulation, the proposed Fab-
rique framework consists of the following two major compo-
nents.

I. A preprocessing component that performs partition-
ing and Z-normalization to the binary time-series.

II. An estimation component that computes the upper
bound for each subset of time-series.

The next two sections will describe these two components
in detail. Some frequently used notations are collectively
provided in Table I.

IV. PREPROCESSING THE BINARY TIME SERIES

A. Applying Z-normalization

The proposed Fabrique framework applies Z-normalization
to both the binary time series and the query. Normalization
adjusts data values to a common range and can (partially)
eliminates the impact of the data points with extreme values
[21]. Applying Z-normalization also brings in the following
advantages that are specific to quantitative trait association
study.

I. Under Z-normalization, using correlation as the sim-
ilarity measure is the same as using many other
commonly use test statistics such as t-test, F -test,
and Linear Regression [14].

II. After Z-normalization, the time-series and query both
have mean 0 and standard deviation 1. Equation 1 can
be simplified as

Corr(Xj , Y ) =

N∑
i=1

Xj
i Yi. (2)

Comparing to Equation 1 without normalization,
Equation 2 can be efficiently computed by leveraging
matrix multiplication.



TABLE I. FREQUENTLY USED NOTATIONS.

Notations Interpretations

{Xj
i} A set of M time series, whose lengths are N (1 ≤ i ≤ N , 1 ≤ j ≤M )

Xj
i Z-normalized value of Xj

i , from the ith datapoint and jth time series

Xj
N1 (Xj

N0) The values of normalized 1 (0) for the jth binary time series

Cj
1 Equals to

∑N

i=1
Xj

i , the number of 1’s in Xj

EuD(Xj , Y ) The Euclidean distance between a time series Xj and a query Y

Corr(Xj , Y ) The correlation between a time series Xj and a query Y

Sl A set of binary time series with the same Cj
1for ∀ Xj ∈ Sl

Sk A set of binary time series with identical datapoints for the corresponding IP

Tk A tuple consists of Sk, and X
Sk
N1, X

Sk
N0

LB Keogh The lower bounding function introduced by [21]

UB Fab The upper bounding function proposed in this work

LB FabEU The variant of UB Fab; the lower bounding function measured by Euclidean distance

UB EBC The upper bounding technique used in the EBC algorithm proposed in [17].

TABLE II. EXAMPLE OF APPLYING Z-NORMALIZATION AND
PARTITIONING TO THE BINARY TIME SERIES

A sample of binary time series
j Original {Xj} Z-normalized {Xj}

1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1.15 -0.87 -0.87 1.15 -0.87 -0.87 1.15
2 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 -0.63 1.58 -0.63 -0.63 -0.63 -0.63 1.58 I

3 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1.15 -0.87 1.15 1.15 -0.87 -0.87 -0.87
4 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 -0.87 -0.87 -0.87 1.15 -0.87 1.15 1.15
5 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 -0.87 1.15 1.15 1.15 -0.87 -0.87 -0.87 j

6 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1.15 -0.87 -0.87 -0.87 -0.87 1.15 1.15
7 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 -0.63 1.58 1.58 -0.63 -0.63 -0.63 -0.63 I

8 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 -0.87 -0.87 1.15 -0.87 -0.87 1.15 1.15

Table II shows an example of Z-normalization. It contains
eight binary time series. Each has seven data points (N = 7,
M = 8). Let Xj (italicized) be the Z-normalized version
of Xj . Let Xj

N1 (Xj
N0) denote the normalized values of

1 (0) for the jth binary time series. For instance, X1
N1 =

1.15, X2
N0 = -0.63. Marked by I, {X2, X7} share the same

{XN1, XN0}, but are different from the other six Xj’s. Such
distinction stems from the heterogeneous numbers of 1’s in
{Xj}, as both X2, X7 have two 1’s, whereas each of the
{X1,X3,X4,X5,X6,X8} has three.

1) Normalizing A Binary Time Series: Z-normalizing a
single time series Xj consists of computing (i) the mean
X
j

= 1
N

∑N
i=1 Xji , (ii) the sum of the squared deviation

SSXj =
∑N
i=1(X

j
i −X

j
)2, and (iii) for each of the data-point

value, Xj
i = (Xji − X

j
)/
√

SSXj

N−1 , for i = 1, 2, · · · , N.

On the contrary, binary data simplifies the steps as the
following,

• In Step (ii), for a binary time series Xj of length N ,
computing the sum of squared deviation can be done

by SSXj = (1−X
j
)2×Cj1 + (0−X

j
)2× (N −Cj1),

where Cj1 is the number of 1’s in Xj (Cj1=
∑N
i=1 Xji ).

Therefore,

SSXj = Cj1 × (1− Cj1/N). (3)

Since Cj1 can be obtained through Step (i), there is no
need to scan through N data points in Xj to compute
SSXj . The complexity is O(1).

• In Step (iii), two runs of centering operation are
necessary and sufficient, i.e., converting 1 to Xj

N1 and
0 to Xj

N0, respectively. The complexity is again O(1)
and does not depend on N .

2) Normalizing A Set of Binary Time Series: For generic
time series with continuous values, the above three-step routine
has to be performed for every time series in the database.
Binary data dramatically alleviates the computation burden.
Z-normalizing a set of time series with the same Cj1 (j is the
index of a time series) produces only two distinct Z-normalized
values, namely, Xj

N1 and Xj
N0. Hence, Z-normalization only

needs to be performed once for the set of time series with the
same Cj1 .

Consider a set of time series, {X1,X3,X4,X5,X6,X8},
from Table II. We choose an arbitrary one for Z-normalization,
say X1. The resulting X1

N1 and X1
N0 satisfy

X1
N1 = X

{3:6,8}
N1 , X1

N0 = X
{3:6,8}
N0 .

The equation holds since these six time series have the same
Cj1 , which leads to a common X

j
and SSXj among them. To

normalize the remaining time series {X3,X4,X5,X6,X8}, the
task reduces to merely substituting the 1 (0) for X1

N1 (X1
N0).

Consequently, the complexity for Z-normalizing all the binary
time series (with several distinct Cj1’s) only depends on the
number of different Cj1’s within, which is less than the length
N and does not depend on M . The substitution procedure can
be postponed to a very late stage and may eventually be saved.
Further details will be discussed in Section VI.



B. Partitioning Data Set

We can partition the time series into a collection of sets
{Sl}l∈L (L = {1, 2, · · · }) according to the different Cj1 . Each
subset is characterized by an unique pair of (Xj

N1, Xj
N0).

An upper bound on the correlation between SNPs and trait
can be established based on the (Xj

N1, Xj
N0) value. (Bound

estimation will be discussed in Section V.) However, given
that N � M , there may be many Xj’s in the resulting
subsets. To reduce the number of time-series in each subset
and tighten the bound, the proposed Fabrique method partition
the data as follows. It randomly selects P data point indices
(1 < P < N ) to further partition {Sl}l∈L into a total of K
subsets (1 < K < M ), such that times series with identical
values for these P indices are assigned into the same subset.
Let IP and IQ be the index sets containing the prefixed data
points from a random selection, and the remaining data points,
respectively. A subset Sk (assuming |Sk| ≥ 2) satisfies that

∀ u 6= v,Xu,Xv ∈ Sk, then Xup = Xvp, for all p ∈ IP .

Table II also shows an example of applying our partition
method to the set of binary time series. According to a
randomly selected IP ({2,5}), {Xj} is partitioned into three
subsets: the largest one is {X1, X3, X4, X6, X8}; the other
two are denoted by I and j, respectively. Note that IP is
not directly applied on the un-normalized {Xj}, otherwise the
fifth time series (denoted by j) would not be set apart from
the ones denoted by I.

This example reveals several properties related to the
resulting subsets. First, binary time series with the different
Cj1never reside in the same subset. Second, those with the
same Cj1may not be assigned to the same subset either. Only
when they have identical data point values for IP , they will
be partitioned into the same subset. Third, each subset is
characterized by an unique pair of (Xj

N1, Xj
N0).

Now consider the scenario when time series become avail-
able in an incremental fashion. For a new time series, if its
values for IP match those of any subset already exists, it is
then assigned to the matched one. Otherwise a new subset is
created to contain this time series. The cost for updating is
very limited.

C. Preprocessing Fabrique

Algorithm 1 summarizes the Z-normalization and partition
steps in the preprocessing procedure of Fabrique. It partitions
the data in two steps. The first is based on the Cj1 , thus
characterizing each set with an unique pair of (Xj

N1, X
j
N0).

The second employes a prefixed data point set IP to bring
down the dimensionality from N to Q, where Q = N − P ,
and reduces the number of time series in the resulting subsets.

Specifically, in Algorithm 1, the Cj1 is counted for each
of the M binary time series (Lines 1-3). Time series are
then partitioned into L sets {Sl}l∈L so that within the same
set, Cj1’s are identical (Line 4). Next, P data points are ran-
domly selected (Line 5). The algorithm then navigates through
{Sl}l∈L (Line 7); for one Sl, it performs Z-normalization on
an arbitrary time series within (Line 8), further divides a {Sl}
into subsets with homogenous bits for the P bits selected (Line

9), and organizes the resulting subsets into a number of tuples
(Lines 10 -14), whose sum is K as the results for Algorithm
1 (Line 16). Note that Z-normalization is performed only 2|L|
times, according to Lines 7 and 8. The complexity is O(N).

Algorithm 1: Preprocessing Fabrique
Input: A set of time series

{Xji}, 1 ≤ i ≤ N, 1 ≤ j ≤M
Output: |K| tuples, as Tk = 〈Sk, XSk

N1, X
Sk

N0〉, k ∈ K
1 for j ← 1 to M do
2 Obtain Cj1 for Xj1 ;
3 end
4 Partition {Xji} into a collection of sets {Sl}l∈L indexed

by an index set L = {1, 2, · · · }, |L| ≤ N, s.t.
(a) ∀ u 6= v,Xu,Xv ∈ Sl, Cu1 = Cv1 , and (b) ∀ l ∈
L, l′ ∈ L \ {l},∀ Xu ∈ Sl,Xu

′
∈ Sl′ , Cu1 6= Cu

′

1 ;

5 Randomly select a prefixed index set IP . The remaining
indices form another set
IQ, s.t. IQ = {1, 2, · · · , N} \ IP ;

6 k ← 0;
7 for l← 1 to |L| do
8 Compute XSl

N1, X
Sl

N0 using ∀ Cj1 , s.t. Xj1 ∈ Sl;
9 Partition Sl into

{Sa}a∈A, A = {1, 2, · · · }, |A| ≤ |L|,
s.t. ∀ u 6= v,Xu,Xv ∈ Sa,Xup = Xvp, for all p ∈ IP ;

10 for a← 1 to |A| do
11 k ← k + 1, Sk ← Sa;

12 XSk

N1 ← XSl

N1, X
Sk

N0 ← XSl

N0;

13 Tk ← 〈Sk, XSk

N1, X
Sk

N0〉;
14 end
15 end

16 return a collection of tuples {Tk}k∈K , |K| ≤M, IP , IQ

The tuple structure Tk captures all the necessary infor-
mation for a subset of binary time series: the index of the
time series contained (Sk), and the Z-normalized data point
values (XSk

N1, X
Sk

N0). Since XSk

N1 and XSk

N0 are usually floating
point values, tuples save significant amount of space without
recording the exact normalized values. Moreover, new data can
be easily handled by either updating the index element Sk in
the corresponding tuples, if their Cj1’s already exists, or else
simply creating and adding new tuples.

Example 4.1: We run Algorithm 1 on the data set shown in
Table II. Based on different Cj1’s, the data set is first partitioned
into two sets: S1 = {1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8}, S2 = {2, 7}. The the
Z-normalized data point values are (XS1

N1 = 1.15, XS1

N0 =
−0.87) and (XS2

N1 = 1.58, XS1

N0 = −0.63), respectively.
Then a prefixed data point set IP = {2, 5} is randomly
chosen (IQ = {1, 3, 4, 6, 7}), according to which S1 is
further partitioned into two sets: {1, 3, 4, 6, 8}, and {5}.
With all the information thus far, three tuples are encapsu-
lated as T1 = {{1, 3, 4, 6, 8}, 1.15,−0.87}, T2 = {{2, 7},
1.58,−0.63}, T3 = {{5}, 1.15,−0.87}.



V. BOUND ESTIMATION

In this section, we discuss how to devise a tight upper
bound of the correlation between a SNP and the query trait
to effectively prune the search space. We also formally prove
that the proposed bound is tighter than other alternatives.

A. Upper Bounding using UB Fab

Fabrique computes an upper bound UBk for each of the
subset Sk. UBk includes two parts: the exact correlation for
the prefixed subsequences taken from the time series and the
query, and the upper bounding function UB Fab proposed in
this work. The first part is fixed. The second part determines
the tightness of the bound.

UB Fab aims to maximize the correlation of the two
subsequences defined on the remaining data points (by IQ).
From Equation 2, correlation is the sum of inner products after
Z-normalization. To get the upper bound, UB Fab performs
the inner product on the two sorted subsequences (both in the
same order). This ensures that each term in the product is
maximized.

Algorithm 2 describes the bound estimation procedure.
First, The query Y is divided into two subsequences, Y pre
and Y rem, according to the prefixed data point set IP and the
remaining data point set IQ, respectively (Line 1, 2). Following
this, Y rem is sorted descendingly to form a new subsequence
Y srt (Line 3).

Then, for each of Tk (Line 4) obtained from the prepro-
cessing procedure, an arbitrary time series (denoted by the Xj)
is picked from the subset (Line 5). Substituting the 1/0 by the
corresponding XSk

N1/X
Sk

N0 also encapsulated in this Tk, a Z-
normalized Xj is obtained. Its data points corresponding to
IP are then selected, denoted by Xj pre, which are identical
for all the binary time series within this Tk if they were Z-
normalized and being selected by the IP . With this Xj pre and
Y pre (obtained previously), their exact correlation is calculated
(Line 6).

Next, the remaining subsequence for Xj , corresponding to
the set IQ, is sorted in descending order to form Xj srt. In
particular, sorting Xj srt can be accomplished by constructing
a synthetic sequence, since the length (N − P ) and number
of 1’s in this sequence (Cj1 − C

j pre
1 ) are both known (Line

7). The correlation between Xj srt and Y srt can be computed
as an upper bound (UB Fab) of the correlation between the
subsequence set XSk

{q} and the query subsequence Y{q} (Line
8).

Finally, the overall upper bound for the correlation of the
entire set Tk and the query Y is the summation of the two,
calculated in Line 6 and 8, respectively (Line 9). The result of
Algorithm 2 is a set of upper bounds for each corresponding
subset (Line 11).

Example 5.1: We run Algorithm 2 on the data set shown in
Table I., with the tuples produced in Example 4.1., and a query
Y = {6.07,−2.09, 2.15,−3.67, 0.24, 10.05, 1.02}. Take T1 =
{{1, 3, 4, 6, 8}, 1.15,−0.87}, and IP = {2, 5} for example.
UB1 = Corr({−0.87,−0.87}, {−2.09, 0.24}) + UB Fab(
{1.15, 1.15, 1.15,−0.87,−0.87}, {6.07, 2.15,−3.67, 10.05,
1.02}) = Corr({−0.87,−0.87}, {−2.09, 0.24}) + Corr(

Algorithm 2: Estimation Fabrique
Input: A collection of tuples {Tk}k∈K , a query time

series Y (already Z-normalized), IP , IQ
Output: A set of upper bounds {UBk}k∈K

1 Y pre ← Y{p}, for all p ∈ IP ;
2 Y rem ← Y{q}, for all q ∈ IQ;
3 Y srt ← sort Y rem descendingly;

4 for k ← 1 to |K| do

5 Xj pre ← Xj{p},with XSk

N1, X
Sk

N0, using ∀ Xj ∈
Sk, for all p ∈ IP ;

6 Compute Corr(Xj pre, Y pre);

7 Xj srt ← {XSk

N1, · · · , X
Sk

N1︸ ︷︷ ︸
Cj

1−C
j pre
1

, XSk

N0, · · · , X
Sk

N0︸ ︷︷ ︸
Q−(Cj

1−C
j pre
1 )

};

8 UB Fab(Xj srt, Y srt)← Corr(Xj srt, Y srt);

9 UBk ← Corr(Xj pre, Y pre) +
UB Fab(Xj srt, Y srt);

10 end

11 return a set of upper bounds {UBk}k∈K , |K| ≤M

{1.15, 1.15, 1.15,−0.87,−0.87}, {10.05, 6.07, 2.15, 1.02,
3.67}) = 24.93.

Proposition 5.2: UB Fab introduces no false dismissals.

Proof: Suppose not. Then for a certain subset Sk, ∃Xε s.t.
Xε ∈ Sk, Corr(Xε, Y ) > UBk. Since Xεp = Xjp, for all p ∈
IP ,Xj ∈ Sk \ {Xε}, the inequality holds because there exists
at least a pair of data points α, β ∈ IQ, s.t. (1) Xεα 6=
Xj srtα ,Xεβ 6= Xj srtβ , and (2) Xεα = Xj srtβ ,Xεβ = Xj srtα , and
(3) Xεα 6= Xεβ .

Without loss of generality, Xεα = 0, Xεβ = 1. Therefore,

Xj srtα = 1,Xj srtβ = 0, and Y srtα > Y srtβ . (4)

For simplicity, we write Yα = Y srtα , and Yβ = Y srtβ .

Hence, Corr(Xε, Y ) > UBk must satisfy that (YαXε
α +

YβX
ε
β) > (YαX

j srt
α + YβX

j srt
β ) (Note the correlation is

performed on the Z-normalized data points). Rewriting it by
substituting Xεα = Xj srtβ ,Xεβ = Xj srtα , the inequality then
becomes

(YαX
ε
α + YβX

ε
β)− (YαX

ε
β + YβX

ε
α) > 0. (5)

The left-hand side of Equation 5 = (Yα − Yβ)(Xε
α −Xε

β).
The first term (Yα − Yβ) > 0 because of Equation 4. The
second term (Xε

α − Xε
β) < 0 because of the assumption

preceding Equation 4. The inequality in Equation 5 thus should
not hold.

B. Comparing with LB Keogh

LB Keogh [15], [16], [21] is a bounding method adopted
by many works [25]. The measure metric supported by



LB Keogh includes DTW, and Euclidean distance. The latter
is defined as,

EuD(Xj , Y ) =

√√√√ N∑
i=1

(Xj
i − Yi)2. (6)

Given a query Y and a set of normalized time series Sk =
{Xj

i }, 1 ≤ i ≤ N, 1 ≤ j ≤ |Sk|, LB Keogh computes the
lower bound of their Euclidean distance (squared),

LB Keogh(Sk, Y ) =

N∑
i=1

 (Yi − Ui)2 if Yi > Ui
(Yi − Li)2 if Yi < Li
0 otherwise.

The new sequences Upper (U ) and Lower (L) are defined as,

Ui = max(X1
i , · · · , X

j
i , · · · , X

|Sk|
i )

Li = min(X1
i , · · · , X

j
i , · · · , X

|Sk|
i ).

UB Fab is an upper bounding method based on corre-
lation, while LB Keogh is used for lower bounding using
Euclidean distance. Nevertheless, comparing the tightness of
these two bounding techniques is still possible. Previous work
[26], [27] has demonstrated that, correlation and squared
Euclidean distance are equivalent to measure the similarity of a
query and the time series, provided they are both Z-normalized,

Corr(Xj , Y ) = 1− 1

2N
EuD2(Xj , Y ). (7)

By Equation 7, UB Fab can be transformed into its equivalent
lower-bounding form LB FabEuD, using Eucliean distance.
In this way, maximum correlation is equivalent to minimum
Euclidean distance (squared) in the nearest-neighbor query.

Therefore, the problem of comparing the tightness of
UB Fab and LB Keogh is equivalent to consider the dual
problem, which is comparing LB FabEuD and LB Keogh.

Proposition 5.3: LB FabEuD builds tighter lower bound
than LB Keogh.

Proof: To prove the proposition is to prove

LB Keogh ≤ LB FabEuD,

where

LB FabEuD = EuD2(Xj srt, Y srt)

=

N∑
i=1

(Xj srt
i − Y srti )2, ∀Xj ∈ Sk.

For a set of binary time series Sk (with the same Cj1’s),
the Upper and Lower are,

Ui = max(X1
i , · · · , X

j
i , · · · , X

|Sk|
i ) = Xj

N1 = U ′

Li = min(X1
i , · · · , X

j
i , · · · , X

|Sk|
i ) = Xj

N0 = L′.

Xj srt
i = Xj

N0 or Xj
N1.

There are three cases to consider,

I. Yi > U ′ In this case, for LB Keogh, it computes as
(Yi − U ′)2. For LB FabEuD, it is either (Yi − U ′)2
or (Yi − L′)2. As |Yi − U ′| < |(Yi − U ′) + (U ′ −
L′)| = |Yi − L′|, (Yi − U ′)2 ≤ (Yi − L′)2. Hence
LB Keogh ≤ LB FabEuD.

II. Yi < L′ Similar to I., it yields to the same result.

III. L′ ≤ Yi ≤ U ′ In this case, for LB Keogh, it com-
putes as 0. For LB FabEuD, it is either (Yi−U ′)2 or
(Yi − L′)2. Hence 0 = LB Keogh ≤ LB FabEuD.

Thus we have shown that LB Keogh ≤ LB FabEuD

C. Comparing with UB EBC

Bounding methods have also been studied in many other
applications such as template matching, an important problem
in imagine processing. Given a template Y , the task is to
identify the best-matched window, denoted by Xj∗, for an input
image represented by {Xj}j∈{1,2,··· ,M} as M windows of the
equal size as Y . This can be defined as

Corr(Xj∗, Y ) = argmax
j

Corr(Xj , Y ).

The images for both Xj’s and Y are regarded as time series
because they are vectorized.

One notable work on template matching proposed an algo-
rithm called EBC [17], which uses upper bounding functions to
skip candidate windows (i.e., the Xj’s). The core part of EBC
is the upper bounding functions UB EBC. Specifically, for an
arbitrary subsequences of Xj and Y , indexed by an index set
IR ⊂ {1, 2, · · · , N} and denoted by {Xjr}r∈IR and {Yr}r∈IR ,
respectively, UB EBC upper bounds the cross correlation of
such two subsequences,

|IR|∑
r=1

Xj
rYr ≤ ‖{Xj

r}‖ ‖{Yr}‖,

which holds because of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality

Proposition 5.4: UB Fab is tighter than UB EBC.

Proof: For simplicity, we write

a = {Xjr}r∈IR ,b = {Yr}r∈IR .

To prove Proposition 5.4., we need to prove,

|IR|∑
r=1

arbr ≤ UB Fab(asrt, bsrt) ≤ ‖a‖ ‖b‖ (8)

The first inequality in Equation 8 holds because of Propo-
sition 5.2. The second holds since a sorted vector does not
change its l2-norm.

VI. NEAREST-NEIGHBOR QUERY

This section outlines the proposed Fabrique framework for
identifying the nearest-neighbor of a given query. Its time
complexity is also analyzed.



A. Main Algorithm

Algorithm 3 leverages Fabrique for fast query. The algo-
rithm begins by invoking the two procedures in Fabrique, i.e.,
preprocessing (Line 1) and estimation (Line 2). The resulting
UBk’s are sorted in descending order (Line 3). Next, each
subset Sk encapsulated in a corresponding tuple Tk is visited
by examining all the binary time series contained (Line 5).
The maximum correlation between this set Sk and a query
Y is thereby identified (Line 6). It is then compares with the
maximum correlation recorded so far (max-corr-so-far, Line 7),
to determine if the max-corr-so-far needs to be updated (Line
8). The program terminates when max-corr-so-far is larger or
equal than the upper bound UBk+1 of the next subset Sk+1

in the sorted order (Line 9-12).

Algorithm 3: Nearest-Neighbor Query
Input: A set of time series

{Xji}, 1 ≤ i ≤ N, 1 ≤ j ≤M, a query Y
Output: A time series Xj∗ such that Corr(Xj∗, Y ) ≥

Corr(Xj , Y ),∀ j ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,M} \ {j∗}

1 {Tk}k∈K , IP , IQ = Preprocessing Fabrique({Xji});
2 {UBk}k∈K = Estimation Fabrique({Tk}k∈K , IP , IQ);
3 {UBk}k∈K ← Sort {UBk}k∈K descendingly;
4 max-corr-so-far ← 0;
5 for k ← 1 to |K| do
6 currentCorr = max{Corr(Xj , Y ),∀j ∈ Sk};
7 if currentCorr ≥ max-corr-so-far then
8 max-corr-so-far ← currentCorr;
9 if max-corr-so-far ≥ UBk+1 then

10 j∗ ← j s.t. max-corr-so-far =
Corr(Xj∗, Y );

11 break;
12 end
13 end
14 end
15 return Xj∗

Search space is pruned by employing the upper bounding
function UB Fab. When Algorithm 3 terminates after exam-
ining all the time series in Sk∗, the max-corr-so-far is larger
or equal than the upper bound of the next subset in the sorted
descending order. All the binary time series in the remaining
and un-examined subsets (from Sk∗+1 to S|K|) are pruned
from the further analysis, since their correlation with the query
cannot exceed the upper bound UBk∗+1.

Computing the correlation of a time series Xj from a subset
Sk and a query Y requires first substituting its 1/0 with the cor-
responding XSk

N1 / XSk

N0, utilizing the data structure of tuples.
The substitution and the follow-up correlation computation can
be saved once the upper bound of a subset is smaller than max-
corr-so-far. This explains the reason for postponing substitution
to a late stage and the possibility that it may eventually be
saved, as mentioned in Section IV Part A.

B. Complexity Analysis

The brute-force approach (BFA) is similar to Algorithm 3,
except (1) the preprocessing part consists of Z-normalization

only, (2) it needs no bound estimation, and (3) it computes the
correlations between a query and the entire set of time series
exhaustively to find the maximal among them.

Preprocessing Fabrique takes O(N · M + N) for Z-
normalization, O(M) for partitioning, accumulating to O(N ·
M +N +M). Z-normalization in BFA is O(N ·M +N ·M +
N ·M) for the three-step routine but no partitioning is further
required. Given that N � M , the overhead of BFA so far is
already significant.

Estimation Fabrique takes O(Q · logQ+ |K|) for bound
estimation, where O(Q · logQ) is the cost for sorting Y rem

into Y srt, and Q < N , |K| < M .

For the rest part, Fabrique takes O(M) for computing
the correlations in the worst case, and another O(M) for
maintaining the max-corr-so-far. The complexity for BFA is
also O(M +M).

To sum up, Fabrique takes O(N ·M+N+M+Q · logQ+
|K|+2M), as compared with O(N ·M+N ·M+N ·M+2M)
from BFA. Given that M is the dominant factor, the overhead
of BFA is significant over Fabrique.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, the performance of Fabrique is first eval-
uated in quantitative trait association study. Its two com-
ponents, Preprocessing Fabrique and Estimation Fabrique
procedures, are then separately applied for memory usage
optimization and template matching, respectively. We aim to
demonstrate that both the entire framework of Fabrique and its
individual components can be adapted to a wide range of real-
life problems dealing with binary time series. We also show
that the upper bound developed in Fabrique can be applied
to template matching and achieves better performance than
alternative method.

A. Quantitative Trait Association Study

The SNP data set used for this experiment is a
benchmark data set downloaded from the Jackson Lab
(http://www.jax.org/). The SNPs whose Cj1’s are less than 5%
of the number of samples are removed from analysis. The final
data set under study contains 64,973 SNPs (M = 64, 973), one
real phenotype (neurosensory), and the number of samples is
34 (N = 34). The program is implemented in Matlab, Version
2012a. The experiments are performed on a 2.9 GHz Intel
Core i7 MacBook Pro with 8 GB 1600 MHz DDR3 memory
running OS X Version 10.8.3.

Fabrique is the first work that explicitly models quantitative
trait association study in terms of time-series query problem.
For comparison, we select the state-of-the-art method, Ma-
trix eQTL [14], from the bioinformatic community, which is
specifically designed to solve the quantitative trait association
study problem. It has been shown that Matrix eQTL is orders
of magnitudes faster than other exiting approaches.

1) Identifying the Most Significant SNP: Figure 2
shows the (a) runtime and (b) pruning ratio compari-
son of Fabrique and Matrix eQTL. Fabrique takes less
than half of the time as Matrix eQTL does to complete
the task. It also achieves high pruning ratio, comparing



Fig. 1. Distribution of the sizes of 237 subsets from partitioning a data set
with 64,973 time series, using a prefixed data point set IP , where P =4.

(a) Runtime (b) Pruning ratio

Fig. 2. Performances comparison between Fabrique and Matrix eQTL for
identifying most significant SNPs for each one of the 1000 phenotypes (1
real + 999 artificial). The parameters in the Fabrique framework are set as
P = 10, θ = 200.

with none from Matrix eQTL. We tried to preserve the
downloaded source code of Matrix eQTL (Available at
http://www.bios.unc.edu/research/genomic software/Matrix

eQTL/) as original as possible throughout the experiments.

Matrix eQTL explicitly computes the correlation for every
possible SNP-trait pair. A major part of Matrix eQTL mainly
leverages matrix multiplication to improve the efficiency. The
resulting speedup heavily relies on the software (R or Matlab,
in different versions) in which the program is implemented,
and the hardware configuration (number of cores, main mem-
ory, CPU/GPU clock, etc). On the other hand, the pruning
ratio from Fabrique assures the potential for studying eQTL
problems in large scale.

Tuning the two parameters (P and θ) further reduces the
overall runtime. As the parameter controlling the number of
prefixed data points, P impacts the computation costs of the
components in the Fabrique framework for Z-normalization,
partitioning, estimation and sorting of the upper bounds, and
finally identifying the most correlated SNPs. Fig. 3 provides a
case study of how parameter P affects both the overall runtime
and each of its components. With the increasing of P , the time
spent on partitioning, bound estimation and sorting increases,
while the time for actual finding the SNPs decreases. One
extreme case is that, if P is set to be nearly as large as N (the
length of SNPs), the time for SNP identification will virtually
decrease to zero, as almost every single SNP constitutes
a subset itself. Such configuration, however, should not be
adopted, because it increases the time of other components
and the overall runtime.

The other parameter θ determines the number of subsets to
be examined at the same time. Figure 4 demonstrates that the
runtime is not a monotonic function of the merging parameter

Fig. 3. Runtime analysis for each of the components in the Fabrique frame-
work when varying the parameter of P . The time spent on Z-normalization
using Proprecessing Fabrique is too tiny to be shown in this plot and hence
omitted.

Fig. 4. Runtime analysis when varying the parameter of θ from 10 to 1000.

θ. The underlying reason is that the pruning ratio deceases with
the increase of θ. The sacrifice of a certain amount of pruning
ratio is only worthwhile when θ is moderately configurated.

2) Permutation Tests: In genetic association studies, per-
mutation tests are usually employed to assess the statistical
significance of the identified SNP-trait pairs. For a given trait,
the max correlation obtained from it and the SNP identified
is recorded as the maximum test statistic. The trait is then
permuted a number of times and the above process is repeated
to find the maximum test statistic for each permuted trait.
The significance is the proportion of permuted traits whose
maximum test statistics are greater than the correlation of the
identified SNP-trait pair using original trait.

In our experiments, the trait is permuted 1000 times. Dur-
ing the test, for every permuted trait, the program terminates
whenever the correlation from a SNP-trait (permuted) exceeds
the one from the SNP-trait (real). The experiment results are
shown in Fig. 5. Fabrique is over 13X faster than Matrix eQTL
and achieves high pruning ratio.

B. Memory Usage Optimization

The Preprocessing Fabrique procedure in the framework
provides a fast approach to perform Z-normalization on the
binary time series. Preprocessing Fabrique also suggests a
promising approach to occupy the minimum space, either when
loading the Z-normalized binary time series into the memory,
or storing them on disks or drives. We set P to 6, and still use
the SNP data set in the previous section. The Z-normalized data
using the tuple data structure takes about 352K bytes, while



(a) Original data in grayscale

(b) Matched results in binary setting

Fig. 6. Template matching results on data set Paint.The best-matched loca-
tions are identified and highlighted by red rectangles, showing the correctness
of applying the bounding technique UB Fab in Estimation Fabrique.

Fig. 7. Performance comparison between UB EBC and UB Fab for pruning
ratio using the same experiment setting from the EBC paper.

Fig. 8. Runtime reduction from using Estimatin Fabrique procedure over
the EBC algorithm for each of the data set experimented.

(a) Runtime (b) Pruning ratio

Fig. 5. Performances comparison between Fabrique and Matrix eQTL using
permutation tests. The parameters in the Fabrique framework are set as P =
2, θ = 11.

the plain form recorded using double precision takes 17.67M
bytes. Thus Preprocessing Fabrique saves more than 50X of
the space while loosing no information.

C. Template Matching

We also apply our upper bound to binary template matching
problem and compare it with UB EBC in [17] to evaluate its
performance.

To make a fair comparison, we implemented the EBC
algorithm according to the pseudo-code in [17], and only
substituted the UB EBC routine for UB Fab in the procedure
to acquire the upper bounds. In addition, we adopted all the
parameters best-tuned for UB EBC , and the exact same data
(Available at http://www.vision.deis.unibo.it/smatt/Pattern
Matching.html). One example problem is demonstrated in
Fig 6. Fig 7 shows that UB Fab always achieves higher prun-
ing ratio than UB EBC, which further evidences Proposition
5.4 in practice.

Besides the improved pruning ratio, employing the
UB Fab in the Estimation Fabrique procedure for upper-
bound estimation require much less computation load than the
l2-norm calculation in UB EBC does. Fig. 8 shows that the
Estimatin Fabrique procedure reduces the runtime from at
least 27% in the worst case, and up to over 50% in the best
case.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This paper introduces a framework Fabrique to tackle the
problem of intensive computation burden existing in quantita-
tive trait association study. Fabrique formulates the problem
in terms of time-series query. Several techniques, such as
partitioning, Z-normalization, and upper bound estimation, are
developed to support fast identification of significant SNP-trait
pairs. Experimental results demonstrate that Fabrique outper-
forms the state-of-the-art work and achieves high pruning ratio.
Although the motivation for developing Fabrique is to study
genetics problems, it also provides a recipe for other real-life
applications, such as template matching.
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